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AKEROYD, Alan & CLIFFORD, Caroline
Huntingdonshire pubs through time.
ISBN 9781445605609

AYRES, Peter
Shaping ecology: the life of Arthur Tansley.
ISBN 9780470671542

BAGGS, Tony & BRYAN, Peter
Cambridge 1574–1904: a portfolio of twelve maps illustrating the changing plan of Cambridge from the sixteenth to the early twentieth century.
ISBN 9780904323177
[Revised edition. First published 2002]

BAHN, Paul G.
The Cambridge rapist: unmasking the beast of bedsitland.
ISBN 9781846685361

BEAD, Mary
All in a don’s day.
ISBN 9781846685361

BERESFORD, John
The Haslingfield Chronicle 1776–1900: being extracts from the Cambridge Chronicle and University Journal.
ISBN 0947616004

BEVIS, Trevor
Historical snippets from old Ely: cathedral and precincts.
March. The Author. 2012.
ISBN 0901680869

BLAIR, Andrew Hunter
The colleges of Cambridge University.
ISBN 9780752479484

BLAKEMAN, Pamela
The book of Ely.

9780956628732

BLUMENFELD, Helaine
Helaine Blumenfeld.

BROUGHTON, Lynne
Interpreting Ely Cathedral.
ISBN 9781873027110
[First published 2008. Reprint with corrections]

BROWN, Clive
Walking close to the Isle of Ely.
The Author. 2012.
ISBN 9781907669675

BUSHELL, W D
Hobson’s Conduit: the new river at Cambridge commonly called Hobson’s River.
Cambridge. CUP. 2012.
ISBN 9781108042444
[Facsimile reprint. First published 1938]

R G CARTER CIVIL ENGINEERING LTD
Coldham II wind farm.
Photographic record of construction of wind farm between March & Wisbech

CENTRE 33 YOUNG CARERS PROJECT
The magic brick tree.
ISBN 9780957016804

CLAYTON, Peter
Octavia Hill: social reformer and co-founder of the National Trust.
ISBN 9781841653983

COHEN, Tammy
Killer couples: true stories of partners in crime.
London.
CORNWELL, Anita Marilyn
The depopulation of a rural Cambridgeshire village in the second half of the nineteenth century: was overcrowding a factor?
[Great Eversden]

DAY, Stephen, PARKER, John [&] ROSE, Steve
The Sainsbury Laboratory: science, architecture, art.
ISBN 9781907317453

DELANOY, Lorna
How it was: memories of life in the fen country.
[Mepal. The Author. 2012]

DELANOY, Michael
Fenland facts and fancies.
[Poetry. Reprint. First published 2003]

DICKENS, Greg J E
College chapels.
Project and Management Solutions. 2012.
ISBN 9780957153615
[Photographs of Cambridge College chapel interiors]

EALES, Julian
Fruit farm: a year in the life of a Cambridgeshire orchard.
ISBN 9780956990204

ELLIOIT, Mark & THOMAS, Nicholas
ISBN 9781857597158

EVANS, Michael
RAF Duxford.
ISBN 9781907791741

FAGENCE, Ron
Weston Colville Methodist Chapel 165th anniversary 1847–2012: notes on the history of the chapel.

FOSKETT, Brian
Let’s rock ‘n’ roll.
[Includes photos of performers at the Regal Cinema and Rex Ballroom in Cambridge]

GILL, Eileen R.
Recollections of my youth.

GINN, George
Soham Chronicle part III 1908–1914.

GLYNN, Jennifer
My sister Rosalind Franklin.
ISBN 9780199699629

GREAVES, Russell & STACEY, Dave
Cambridge United: 100 years, 50 memorable matches.
ISBN 9781906974084

GREEN, Laurine
ISBN 9780955710735

GUILLEBAUD, Philomena
From bats to beds to books: the First Eastern General Hospital (Territorial Force) in Cambridge – and what came before and after it.
ISBN 9781902702292

HARLEY, Dan
Cambridge poets.
Cambridge. Oleander Press. [2012]
ISBN 9781909349261

HEAP, Graham & HEAP, Hilda
Greenwich Meridian trail, book 2: Greenwich to Hardwick … and the Cambridge loop.
ISBN 9781907499449

HUMAN, Brian
Blurb. 2012.
ISBN 9781780033136

HINMAN, Mark & POPESCI U, Elizabeth
Extraordinary inundations of the sea: excavations at Market Mews, Wisbech, Cambridgeshire.
ISBN 9781907588044
[East Anglian Archaeology Report no. 142]
JAMES, Alan
A view from the lodge: reminiscences.
ISBN 9780956264985

JENKINSON, Andrew
The story of Sprite Caravans.
ISBN 9781845843588

JOHNSON, Julia C
East meets East: eastern Europeans in East Anglian mega farms.
Blurb.2012.

JOHNSON, Richard & WALSH, Ashley
Camaraderie: one hundred years of the Cambridge Labour Party.
ISBN 9780861174980

JOHNSTON, Ann
An introduction to the trees of the Cambridge University Botanic Garden with fifteen walking tours.
ISBN 9780900891625

JOHNSTON, Elizabeth
Haunted Soham: ghosts, apparitions and poltergeist.
[Soham]. The Author. [2012]

JONES, David
A passion for quiet country: cycle rides in Cambridgeshire 1904–1925 from the diaries of A. C. Benson.
ISBN 9780957038615

KINDERSLEY, Lida Lopes Cardozo & SHERWOOD, Thomas
Cutting around Cambridgeshire: Kindersley inscriptions in the county.
ISBN 9781107624245

KIRK, Kate & COTTON, Charles
The Cambridge phenomenon: 50 years of innovation and enterprise.
ISBN 9781906507577

LEVERINGTON PARISH PLAN STEERING GROUP
Leverington parish plan.
Leverington. LPPSG. 2012.

LONKHURST, Bob
Chatteris Thunderbolt: the Eric Boon story.
ISBN 9780954027148

LOWRY, Debz
Dark seeds: 3am.
ISBN 9780956264978

LYONS, Alice
Life and afterlife at Duxford, Cambridgeshire: archaeology and history in a chalkland community.
ISBN 9781907588037
East Anglian Archaeology Report no. 141

McDONOUGH, Roy
Red card Roy.
ISBN 9781907637568

McNISH, Hollie
Walking with women: unlocking the female stories of Cambridge’s past through snapshots of architecture, history and poetry.
[Cambridge] Shape East. [2012]

MARKEY, F.H.
Memoirs.

MARSHALL, Alan
Glynn Thomas: East Anglia a different perspective.
ISBN 9780957181120

MILLS, Jane A.
Cromwell’s legacy.
ISBN 9780719080890

MITCHELL, Vic.
Branch lines to Bartlow: from the Colne valley, Shelford and Audley End.
ISBN 9781908174277

MITCHELL, Vic.
Broxbourne to Cambridge.
ISBN 9781908174161

MOERMAN, Charlotte
Kiddiwalks in Cambridgeshire.
ISBN 9781846742774

MORRIS, Stuart

NEALE, Jim
My favourite coach: 932 BCE.
Burwell. The Author. 2012.

NEATE, Bobbie
Conspiracy of secrets.
ISBN 9781843583721

NEILD, Robert
The financial history of Cambridge University.
ISBN 9780857285157

OCCOMORE, David
Along the line part two: more railway connections between Newmarket, Cambridge, Ely and Bury St Edmunds.
O’DELL, Damien
Paranormal Cambridgeshire.
ISBN 9781486818385

PEARCE, Andrew
Welcome to Cambridge.

PERRIN, Val
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Biodiversity Partnership. 2012.

PLACE, Vernon
Isleham through time.
ISBN 9781445603421

PRICE, Leslie
Fowlmere 2012: the history of Fowlmere village South Cambridgeshire.
Fowlmere. The Author. 2012.
Expanded and updated version of “Fowlmere 2000”.

RAWLE, Tim
Classic Cambridge: 100 photographs.
ISBN 9780957286702

RIVINGTON, R.T.
The history and techniques of punting in Cambridge.
ISBN 9780900672389
[Text taken from author’s “Punting: its history and techniques” published in 1983]

ROUSE, Michael
Cambridgeshire fens through time.
ISBN 9781445607160

ROUSE, Michael
Cambridgeshire through time.
ISBN 9781445607184

SMEDLEY, Michael
What happened to Smedley’s? Pioneers of British canned and frozen foods: an industrial history 1925–1975
The Author. 2012.
ISBN 9780957183001

SMITH, William P.
Discovering Upwell.
Carrillson Publications. 2012.
ISBN 9780954399726

SMYTH, Michael
Canon Noel Duckworth: an extraordinary life.
ISBN 9780956391766

STEINHARDT, Mark
Hereward of the fens: the legends and true history of the last resistance to the Conqueror.

SUTTON, Alan
A short history and some personal reflections on March Railway Silver Band.
[March. The Author.] 2012.

TURING, Sara
Alan M Turing.
Cambridge. CUP. 2012.
ISBN 9781107020580
[Second edition. First published 1959]

VAREY, Peter
Life on the edge: Peter Danckwerts GC MBE FRS brave, shy, brilliant.
ISBN 9780953844012

WALE, Fanny
A record of Shelford Parva.
Little Shelford. Little Shelford Local History Society. 2012.
[Facsimile of illustrated typescript written 1908-1919]

WALKER, Mick
Mick Walker: the ride of my life.
ISBN 9780955527821

WATSON, James D
The annotated and illustrated double helix.
ISBN 9781476715490

WELBOURN, Terry
T.C. Lethbridge: the man who saw the future.
ISBN 9781846945007

WHEATLEY, Elaine
My life story.

XU ZHIMO
Xu Zhimo: selected poems.
ISBN 9780900891694
YOUNG, Francis
*A history of the Bishop’s Palace at Ely: prelates and prisoners.*
ISBN 9780903616300

ZANDERS, Rosemary
*I-spy Cambridge.*
ISBN 9782067174948
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